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Abstract

is initially on the ladder; and continuous locomotion over
several rungs, where the robot starts with either one or
both hands on the ladder.
However, due to the structure of the gripper, the rope
problem cannot be experimentally carried out with this
robot. T h e empirical success presented herein demonstrates that our algorithm is practically relevant in spite
of its many simplifications and disregard of various physical effects.

We report on our recent empirical success in the
study of two-link brachiating robot. T h e “target dynamics” controller developed in our previous work is implemented on a physical system in our laboratory. T h e
swing locomotion and swing up behavior of the robot as
well as continuous locomotion have been successfully attained. The experimental results illustrate the relevance
of our control strategy.
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Introduction

This paper presents our recent experimental work on
the control of a two-link brachiating robot (see Figure
1). Robot brachiation was initially achieved by the second author and Saito 13, 121 using learning methods
In our previous work 81, we proposed a new control algorithm, developed via “target dynamics” methods. Inspired by the pendulum-like motion of an ape’s brachiation, the task is encoded as an output of a n appropriately chosen target dynamical system---aharmonic
oscillator. Preliminary numerical studies and analysis
illustrated that the proposed controller solved the “ladder”, “swing up” and “rope” problems as defined in [8].
We are interested in dynamical dexterity [4] that requires dynamical interaction with a n unactuated environment to achieve a designated task, such as juggling, hopping and other tasks concerned with the requirement of regulation of kinetic as well as potential
energy. Brachiation takes an interesting place in this
realm of dynamically dexterous robotics including dexterous manipulation [l, 2, 3, 6 , 111, legged locomotion
[ 5 , 10, 14, 151 and underactuated mechanisms [17]. We
hope to gain insight into control of dynamically dexterous behavior through our study of robot brachiation.
In this paper, we present the successful experimental
implementation of the proposed controller on a physical
system. In particular, we use the two-link brachiating
robot built by Saito [13], where the original controller
hardware is replaced, as discussed in Section 3.1.
Currently, our experimental success encompasses a
number of brachiation tasks starting from a variety of
different initial “hand” positions. We have achieved
swing locomotion in the ladder prohlem, where both
hands are initially on the ladder; various swing-up behaviors from a suspended posture, where only one hand
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Recall t,hat o u r approach rising target dynamics from nonlinmr control point of view is rather different from their learning
approach a s discussed i n [7].
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Figure 1: A two-link brachiating robot

2

Review of Target Dynamics
Method

In this section, we briefly review our control strategy
for a simplified point mass lossless model of a two-link
brachiating robot. A detailed development of the controller can be found in [SI. The notion of the “target
dynamics” is a particular instance of input/output linearization. Specifically, brachiation is encoded as the
output of a target dynamical system a harmonic oscillator, which we will force the robot to mimic.

2.1

Task Encoding: Target Dynamics

It is traditional in the iinderactuated robot, control
literature to use a linearizing feedback to force an outpiit of a system to track some reference trajectory ~ ( . ( t ) .
We find it more useful to mimic a reference dynamical
system. Consider the dynamics of the two-link brachiating robot which h k e the form of a standard two-link
planar manipulat,or

where, Ty = [ y, q I T , M is the inertia matrix, B is the
Coriolis/centrifugal vector, k is the gravity vector, and
T is the joint torque.
According to the biomechanics literature [9], slow
brachiation of apes resembles the motion of a pendulum.
Although the ape's moment of inertia varies during the
swing according to its change of posture, the motion of a
simplified pendulum gives a fairly good approximation.
Mot,ivated by this pendulum-like motion of brachiation,
we choose to encode the task in terms of the even simpler
linearized version,
I

Figure 2: T h e experimental setup of the two-link brachiating robot.
which will serve as the target dynamical system.
Now, we will find it useful t o introduce a submersion
arising from the change of coordinates from joint space
to polar coordinates on

VxVl'orks 5.1 and VME bus based 1/0 devices. The
control law is evaluated exactly a t a rate of 500Hz.
The elbow joint is actuated by two DC motors with
harmonic gears (Harmonic Drive Systems, RH-14-6002).
The stator of each motor is fixed t o a link, and their rotor shafts are directly connected to each other. As a
consequence, we can achieve a total rotational speed a t
the elbow which is two times faster than the case where
there is only one motor. This was necessary since the
rated rotational speed of these motors is 360 deg/sec,
while we require that the rotational speed of the elbow
be over 600 deg/sec. An additional benefit of the symmetrical structure of this design is better overall balance
in the mechanism. Each gripper is equipped with a DC
motor which opens and closes it.
The angle of the first joint is measured by integrating
its angular velocity, which is in turn obtained through
a gyro (Murata, ENV-05s) attached to the arm. The
angle of the second joint and the opening angle of the
gripper are measured using optical encoders.

P,

Specifically, we will take the second component of ( 3 )
.?:

= h(y) := B = $1

1
+ -&.
2

(4)

Using the input/output linearizing scheme, the
torque input realizing the characteristics of the target
dynamical system (2) is
(D&+

+ R L + kz
where,

T L , ~denotes

D,hW'(B

+ ",I

(5)

each component of hip1.Note that

i.e., the invertibility condition of the first term in (5) is
satisfied in the particular setting of concern.

3
3.1

Experimental Setup and Modelling
Experimental Setup

This section describes our experimental system. We
iise the two-link brachiating robot originally developed
by Saito [13]. We have, however, replaced the cont,roller
hardware such as t,hr computer, input-output devices
and motor driver circuits. Figure 2 depicts t,he configuration of the experimental setup. The length of each
arm is 0.5m and the total weight of the robot is about
4.8kg.
Originally, in Saito's experimental setup, a personal computer equipped with I/O devices was used
t o control the robot. We have replaced it with a
VME bus board computer, MVME 167 (Motorola, CPU
MC68040, 33MHz), with a real-time operating system,

3.2

Modelling of the Robot

A precise model of the robot is necessary for our control algorithm since it requires exact knowledge of the
dynamics of the plant. In our previous work, a simplified point mass, lossless model is used assuming that the
point mass is located a t the end of each link and that
the torque of the second joint can be directly controlled.
In this section, we introduce a more practical model for
the implementation of the proposed controller on the
physical system.
3.2.1 Mathematical Model of the Robot
We introduce a model, depicted in Figure 3, of the
two-link brachiat,ing robot used in our experiments. T h e
dynamical equations used to model the robot are

T Q= C ( T q ,717)
where

q = [ 81,
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E

Q,Tq = [ Q, i]' E TQ

(7)

2

I) = diag{d,},

mass ratio
= 3. However, we could also derive an
equivalent model having symmetry in the link parameters since there is redundancy in the inertia parameters.
The efficacy of this parameter identification approach
is illustrated in Figure 4 which shows examples of the
comparison between experimental runs and simulations
using the parameters of Table 1.

C = diag{c,},

where, m, and I t are the mixss and the moment of inertia of each link respectively, and 1, is the link length.
The center of mass of each link is located on the center
line which passes through adjacent joints at a distance
l r t . C, and D,denote the coulomb and viscous friction
coefficients respectively. We assume that the elbow actuator produces torque proportional to a voltage comInand, U , , sent to a driver as r = Kv,,where hris a
positive constant.

I

1

Description
I
Mass
I m;(kz\
", I
Moment of inertia
I;(kgm")
Link length
Z;(m)
Location of CG
Zp;(m)
viscous friction j ~ ; ( N m j s )j
Coulomb friction I C;I"\
I
Torque constant
K(Nm/V)
" \

1

i=l I i = 2
3.499 I 1.23m
0.090 0.033

0.50

0.50

0.414 0.333
0.02 j 0.14
0.02 I 0.45
1.?52

2

Table 1: The dynamical parameters of the robot obtained by the procedure described in Section 3.2.2.

Figure 3: The mathematical model of the two-link
brachiating robot used for the experimental implementation of the controller.

Figure 4: Examples of the comparison between experimental runs and simulations. Left: voltage command
TJ, = sin(27rt), right: .voltage command uT = sin(7rt).
These plots show close matching between the numerical
simulations using the obtained model and experiments.

It is generally known that DC motors with harmonic
gear mechanisms bear complicated nonlinear characteristics, which are considered difficult to model. However,
for simplicity, we model the dynamics using only viscous
and coulomb friction and rotor inertia. As the results of
parameter identification presented in t,he following section suggest, the model we offer here fits the dynamics
of the physical system fairly well.

3.2.3 Modification of the C o n t r o l l e r
T h e controller (5) designed for the simplified inodel
(1) is slightly modified for the model of the robot (7)
introduced above. The modified control law, realizing
the target dynamics, can be given in terms of the voltage
command to the motor driver as follows,

Paramet er Identification
We need t o identify the dynamical parameters corresponding to the robot's Lagrangian dynamics. We
initially considered an off-line least squares estimation
method with torque filtering [16], but were unable to
obtain a good estimate of the parameter set with this
scheme. In consequence, we resorted to a rather simple identification procedure, where the inertia parameters are obtained either via direct measurement or from
the manufacturer's data, and the preliminary estimate
of the friction coefficients are obtained from the natural dissipation of the system. These parameters were
refined iteratively by coniparing step and sinusoid responses obtained experimentally to those generated by
simulations using the "best" parameters. In t,his comparison, we considered step response with various amplitude as well as sinusoid response with various amplitude and frequencies. T h e results of the parameter
identification are listed in Table 1. Here, the mass of
the two motors a t the elbow joint, is included in the
first link to make clear the correspondence to the simplified model used in our previous study [8], where the
3.2.2

+ D q h M - ' ( B + I C + D q + Csg.(q)]
-

[4Q1
+ 582)
1

1
Nnlz

+

(7111

+
+ 21

+22)
-1121

)(BI

1

+ -[Bz
+ kz +
h-

d2&

+ IC] + d i e l + ciSgn(61))
+~ s g n ( f h ) ]

I
(8)

where, n,;j denotes each component of M - ' .
Note that the closed loop dynamics of the system does
not strictly admit a reverse time symmetry [8], since
the uncancelled friction terms of the first joint enter the
dynamics of the unactuated degree of freedom. 7Jnder
these circumstances, numerical simulation suggests that
the desired brachiation can be achieved by allowing a
tolerance for the gripper position a t the capture of the
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bar. In practice, we have experimentally found that
model mismatch and disturbances caused by cables seem
to affect behavior of the robot rather considerahly.

4

Experiment

We present results of the experimental implementation of the proposed controller in order to validate our
.
.
control strategy.

4.1

OP/

Ladder Problem

This section considers the ladder problem
brachiation on a set of evenly spaced bars a t the samr
height. In the experimental setting, the next bar is
located a t a distance of 0.6m.

Implementation of the Controller
As discussed in [8],t,he symmetry property of neutral
orbits solves that ladder problem. We need to choose
LJ in the target dynamics (2) for a given ladder distance, d*. For oiir experimental setting, the approximated value of w is calculated to be w = 3.36 using the
nimerical procedure presented in [7].
This first at,t,empt to implement the controller unfortunately resulted in failure. Swing motion close to the
desired behavior was achieved, but the gripper did not
come close enough t o the target bar to catch it. Therefore, we have found in necessary to introduce some refinements in order to achieve successful brachiation.
In practice, we need to consider the time lag in opening the gripper when the robot initiates locomotion.
something not taken into account in the analytical work.
It takes approximately 0.08 to 0.1 seconds to release
the bar after the command to open the gripper is sent.
Empirically, we have observed t,hat, this time affects the
swing behavior of the robot. As a result, we choose
to send the open command of the gripper 0.08 seconds
before the target dynamics controller is turned on.
An additional component, contributing to the failure we have experienced is presumably the model mismatch. Therefore, we tune the parameters of the model
rnanually so that the robot successfully achieves the desired brachiation. Some experience is helpful in the refinement of the parameter. We choose to use m l =
3.39, m2 = 1.30, c2 = 0.73 and dz = 0.33 instead of the
values in Table 1 for the ladder problem.

,

., ^

-05

05

Figure 5: Movement of the robot. The target bar is
located at a distance of 0.6m marked by the “+”.

4.1.1

4.1.2 Experimental Results
Now we present experimental results of the ladder
problem. T h e actual movement of the robot is depicted
in Figure 5 , while the joint trajectories and the voltage
commands sent to the driver are shown in Figure 6. The
mean locomotion time of ten runs is 0.973 seconds with
kO.015 second error, which is very close to its analytically calculated value, t = 2 = 0.935 seconds.
Notice that the symmetry of the neutral orbit is not
perfectly attained in the motion of the robot. We have
found in numerical simulation that this may be a result
of refining the model parameters in order to achieve siiccessfiil locomotion.

4.2

Figure 6: The experimental results of the ladder problem. Left: Joint trajectories, Right: Voltage command
to the motor driver
only t o pump up the energy, but also to control the arm
position at the capture of the next bar. We begin by
briefly reviewing our strategy for the swing up problem
as discussed in [8]and then present experimental results.

4.2.1 Review of the Swing up Controller
As we have mentioned, swing up requires energy
pumping in a suitable fashion. In order to introduce a
limit cycle, the target dynamics are modified as follows.

+ $0,

as defined in (4)

K,: a positive constant
E := $0’ + . ~ w 2 0 2 :“pseudo energy”
E * : the desired pseudo energy level
To achieve this target dynamics, the control law is formulated for the experimental system as

-

K,(E

1 .

-

E*)(bi + - 8 2 )
2

1

1
+ (rill + 2nzl)(B1
+ h + d i B ~+ cisgn(61))
1
+ -[Bz
K
+ + d z i 2 + czsgn(i2)l
IC2

Swing up Problem

The swing up problem considers the task of swinging
up from the suspended posture a t rest and catching the
next bar. To accomplish this task it is necessary not

x = 0 = 01

where,

(10)

The time derivative of the pseudo energy, E , along the
motion implies the convergence of E 4E * , suggesting
that this control law achieves a stable limit cycle with

7 90

respect to 6’ coordinates whose trajectory is characterized by
iw26” = E * .

the voltage command to the motor driver. This choice
Ke yields relatively fast swing up. The mean swing up
time of ten runs for this swing up is 3.843 seconds with
f 0 . 1 4 6 second error.

ij2+

Experimental Results

4.2.2

In order to achieve the task, we need to bring the
effective actuated portion of the state, 0, to the right
pseudo energy level, while simultaneously ensuring the
unactuated degree of freedom, r , coincide with the regulated length between the bars, d*. As we have discussed in [8],the procedure in choosing Ke is somewhat
ad hoc. Some experience is helpful in determining the
proper choice of the parameters. Since choosing Ke large
yields “chaotic” motion, we prefer to choose h’e small.
However, this results in relatively slow swing up motion.
Numerical studies suggest that some particular choices
of larger Ke may result in robot trajectories which go
through the next bar’s position after a few of swings.
Such motion allow for faster swing up times, as long as
the robot catches the bar when the gripper’s position
coincides with that of the target bar. “Chaotic” motion
in the swing behavior is observed if we let the robot keep
swinging without grasping the bar a t that time.
What follows is a presentation of the different swing
up behaviors resulting from changes in the rate of energy pumping, as characterized by K e . The distance
of the bars is 0.6m. We consider three cases where
K p = 0.03,0.47 and 0.9. These parameters are chosen
manually based on our experience. In order to successfully swing up, we have found it necessary to slightly
modify the desired pseudo energy level and some of the
model parameters. We choose E* = l.lE;om , where
E:,, = $w2 ( f ) 2 , and m l = 3.39,m2 = 1.30 instead
of the values in Table 1. The initial direction of the
swing motion depends solely upon the initial states of
the system since the motion of the robot is governed by
the closed loop dynamics. Only small deviation from
the origin on the phase plane determines this direction.
Thus, we introduce an impulse-like initial torque before
the controller is turned on so that the robot starts its
swing motion in the desired direction at every run.

Slow Swing up ( K e = 0.03) Consider the case where
Ke = 0.03. Figure 7 shows the joint trajectory and the
voltage command to the motor driver. T h e mean time of
ten runs for this slow swing up behavior is 7.474 seconds
with f0.080 second error.
Joint trqectorios

Voltage command to the drrver

4,

1

I

I

-2

-

eo

L

7-2

-4

0

2

4
Time lsecl

6

8

8

0

2

4

Time (sec)

6

8

Figure 7: Experimental results of slow swing up behavior ( K e = 0.03). Left: Joint trajectories, right: Voltage
command to the motor driver. The robot captures the
bar when t N 7.5 seconds.
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6,

Voltage
command
,
, to the drNel
,

~

i

4
Time isecl

6

8

Figure 8: Experimental results of fast swing up behavior
( K e = 0.47). Left: Joint trajectories, right: Voltage
command to the motor driver. The robot captures the
bar when t 3.8 seconds.

-

Rather Faster Swing up ( K e = 0.9) Consider the
case where h7,= 0.9. Figure 9 shows the joint trajectory and the voltage command to the motor driver. This
choice of hreyields a “rather faster” swing up maneuver.
T h e mean swing up time of ten runs for this movement
is 2.913 seconds with rt0.025 second error. In this case,
the initial impulse-like torque is applied in the opposite direction to the previous two cases in order to start
swinging in the CCW direction.
Voltage commend to the drNei

Joint trqectones

4

-61
2

4

Time lsec)

8

6

2

4

Time lsecl

6

i
e

Figure 9: Experimental results of rather faster swing
up behavior ( K e = 0.9). Left: Joint trajectories, right:
Voltage command to the motor driver. The robot captures the bar when t 2.9 seconds.
N

4.3

Continuous Locomotion

Here we exhibit the demonstration of continuous locomotion over several rungs of the ladder. Figure 10
depicts continuous locomotion of the robot initiated a t
the ceiling and moving from left to right. This motion
can be considered as the iteration of the ladder trajectory. After each swing, the initial condition is reset, and
the function of each arm is switched. Due to the symmetrical structure of the robot, the same model is used
in each swing where the configuration of the robot is
“flipped over.” In Figure 11, we show a picture of continuous locomotion initiated from the suspended posture.
This is a combination of the “rather faster” swing up
maneuver and the iterated ladder trajectory. First, the
robot swings three times--going forth (1) and back (2)
to gain momentum, and again swinging forward (3) to
cat,ch the bar with the swing up controller ( K e := 0.9)
described above. Then the control law is switched into
the locomotion controller.
~

Fast Swing up ( K e = 0.47) Consider the case where
h’e = 0.47. Figure 8 shows the joint trajectory and

,

,
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feel that thew experimental results demonstrate the relevance of our strategy despite the many practical issues
which have not been formally treated, such as model
mismatch, inaccuracy of sensors and actuators, and the
presence of various disturbances.

5

Conclusion

We have presented our empirical success in the implementation of the target dynamics method to the t,wo-link
brachiating robot. The proposed algorithm i s applied to
the ladder and swing up problem. We achieved swing locomotion in the ladder problem and various swing up behaviors with different rates of energy pumping, as charWe demonstrated continuous locomoacterized by hYf;.
tion over several rungs of the ladder as well. The experimental siiccess bears out the validity of our cont,rolstrategy in spite of the presence of model mismatches and
physical effects previously unconsidered. Even so, some
manual tuning was required t o implement our ideas. As
such, future work will entail on-line parameter tuning
and an adaptive or robust version of the controller.
A formal analysis of our contxol algorithm still remains to be addressed in order to truly understand how
these ideas work. Finally, we are hopeful that, in the
long run, our ideas may have wider application to the
more general area of dynamically dexterous robotics.
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